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LOST FOR WORDS

Fast forward. It’s 2037. A hot world.
And hot tempers, as massive action suits multiply, against the once
darlings of the digital world, the
largest Silicon Valley and Shenzhen Companies. The Tech Millennials are being sued left, right
and centre. Millions are claiming
their lives have been wrecked, their
imaginative and spiritual dimensions trashed by decades of Facebook, Youtube, Instagram bingeing. The 30-40 Somethings call
first for apologies from the social
networking sites for lives wasted
on these platforms. Sorry to the
world, please.
For ours is the century of Apology; but after that comes Compensation, Egged on by legal teams
spawning worldwide by the minute. The Dow and FTSE reflect
the violence. Shares in some of the
largest (Hitech) companies in the
world implode. Panic: take to the
life boats!
A prophecy from Cassandra? Let’s
hope so. But one retrieval from
this chaos might be the art of conversation, a profound human activity for thousands of years for the
human race, now perhaps in peril from the omnipresent Screen.
How can we live without chat?

Back in 2017, away from texts and
messages and posts, oral communication thankfully still flourishes.
Conversation is one of the delights
of human inter-action: from gossip to speechmaking, the endlessly flexible to-and-fro of chat, craic, and discussion. Nuance, irony,
repetition, humour, sarcasm play
their part. But also: imitation,
mimicry, accent. English lends
itself well to countless shades of
variation. Think of region alone
in the British Isles. Scottish, Welsh
and Irish ideas and ranges of conversation and accent differ a lot.
Let alone from North to South, but
area by area. And a North Country
English person will take a certain
view of a South Country Speaking
voice. Of how tone, intonation,
accent can reflect a locality, character, disposition. Liverpudlian,
Glaswegian, Sarf London, Mancunian (the last two part of the longterm East Enders and Coronation
Street appeal). The intricacies of
voice inflexion, pausing, pitch are
limitless. What a giveaway, now
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spread world-wide, was the A QI
language trait, where the last word
in Australian English always has a
rising pitch.
Intonation and a sense of the vernaculars are also very much part of
the English-speaking lyrical voice
tradition all the way from Dowland’s Flow My Tears to Ed Sheeran’s Divide. A vibrant, improvisational and conversational tone
belongs as surely to these as to any
of our great national and international orators. We talk for hours
and hours about the sweet and
sour, as Ed sings. And ways have.
Conversation embraces too the
classical rules of Rhetoric: the
juxtaposing of opposites, denial
as an affirmative, emphatic repetitions-so beloved by politicians.
And so on. It is a golden treasury
which a civilized community must
hang on to and cherish. It is a
thread that runs from the Athens
market place to today’s goss.
So too at ESM. One very endearing

development this year has been the
prowess of the Model UN Team
in Conferences, most notably our
performance at our own Chinggis
Khaan Hotel Event. Our involvement over the years in Debates
(for public speaking debating is a
strong apprenticeship) has honed
formidable skills in many of our
senior students.
And near to this, creative enterprises of all shapes and sizes are
everywhere on display at ESM.
Trying to live out this spirit and
effervescence day to day at ESM
has in fact been the hallmark of so
many activities. From the impressive Roll Call of International Universities Scholarships and Places
to the U11 Girls’ Football Team’s
achievements as National Champions, from “A Christmas Carol” in
the Junior School to the Summer
Science Fair.
Energy comes about, of course,
in many ways. It also drives our
mental and imaginative animation.
Like any good School, we also need
reflective Teachers and Students.
Here is a little-fanfared, but brilliant model for us to follow: a great
organization that stealthily contemplates and acts on the world’s
most vexing problems. Its origin

was at the time of Nelson Mandela’s 89th birthday and it is called
the Elders. Membership is limited
to 9, all highly distinguished doers
and thinkers including Kofi Annan, Desmond Tutu, Mary Robinson, Ban Ki Moon, Jimmy Carter,
with until quite recently an empty
chair kept for Aung San Suu Kyi,
during her period under house
arrest. Unlike Archbishop Tutu,
we cannot all get up at 4 am every
morning to pray, read and think
for several hours before day has
begun. But space for introspection
is time worth fighting for – and at
odds with many of the pressures
of our age. Look before you leap;
think hard before you act.
Living up to the aspirational well
rounded life hinted at in these
notes must be a major aim for any
fulfilled School or career path way.
As Polonius advises his son “To
thine own self be true” has to be
one of the true ends of school and
life-long learning.
Contentedness, well-being, happiness: hard to acquire, harder still to
teach. But creating knowledgeable,
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articulate, kind, hard-working individuals is a highly enjoyable and
worthwhile goal – for ESM Parents, Teachers – and for Students
themselves.
We are entering year 7 of ESM and
7 is a mystic or secret number. 4
and 3 together form 2 traditionally
lucky numbers. There are 7 days in
Creation, 7 Virtues (and 7 Deadly
Sins!).There are 7 ages in the Life
of Man, according to Shakespeare
and 7 Wonders of the World. So a
lot is riding on the year just starting.
If we can look around ESM from
our 3+ Class to our Graduating
Grade 12 and see everywhere signs
of that sustained vigour which energy provides: a sense of sparkle,
enthusiasm, ardour and fire, then
at least, in good part we will be
living up to the 2017 watchword
phrase: Feel the Energy!

Graham Hill
ESM
August 2017

KALEIDOSCOPE
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PERPETUUM MOBILE
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PRE-SCHOOL
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
Our program offers an exciting and challenging learning environment here at the English School of
Mongolia.
•
Student-Directed Learning
Each child in the classroom can choose what he or she wants to work on. While this sounds alarmingly loose and chaotic, in reality it is the very opposite. The student can walk over to the many
child-sized shelves and pick from work that has already been laid out after careful planning by the
teacher. They are free to use the material as many times as they want to before moving on, thus making learning self-paced and completely by choice.
•
Freedom of Movement
Kids use the mats and roll out smaller mats to define their personal workspaces. They are free to
choose the area of the classroom they want to use. There is plenty of movement in the room, but the
movement has a purpose. A child who chooses to read can settle down with a book in the library
section of the room. A child who wants to spend quiet time alone can do so in the “quiet corner” of
the room.
•
Age of the classrooms
Our preschool have kids age three to five. Children of different ages often work collaboratively on
projects. Many times, older children act as leaders, helping younger ones with concepts or activities
that they have mastered. This, to me, mirrors real life where we often work with people of different
ages and abilities towards common goals.
•
Classroom Design
Classrooms are very carefully designed to provide the ideal learning environment. All furniture is
child-sized and shelves are at eye-level with the children. Care is taken not to overcrowd the shelves
or overwhelm the children with too much material. There is an emphasis on using natural materials such as wood, wicker, and fabric, as well as reusing and recycling materials. Efforts are made to
provide a calm environment where children feel at one with nature.
•
Curriculum and Material
ESM Preschool includes math, language, and practical life skills, such as cleaning the work area or
washing hands before and after meals. Sensorial activities are another area where children manipulate objects and use all their senses to better perceive and become attuned to their environment.
With the additional of physical education, cultural studies, science, music and dance also form a
part of the curriculum.
Preschool learning materials are beautifully designed objects that children are naturally drawn to.
They enjoy handling the objects without being consciously aware that they are engaged in learning.
From all of us here at the ESM, we strive to give your children the knowledge and self-confidence
they need throughout life.
- Mrs. Tseegii
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PRE-SCHOOL GRADUATION
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JUNIOR SCHOOL
YOUNG BLOOD
I am extremely honoured to be the Primary Headteacher of The English School and I believe that when children move on from the Junior
school at the end of Year 5 they will leave with the following idea: “I
have the confidence to succeed.’’ We work as a very close team and
strive to involve parents as much possible in their learning of their
children. Whilst the school is often a hive of activity, the staff work to
provide a calm, stimulating environment where we value good behaviour and mutual respect.
We are a learning community, where learning and teaching is at the
heart of off we do. We aim to give the highest priority to academic
excellence by providing a balanced and exciting creative curriculum
as well as a focus on the performing arts and sports. We also have a
reward system in school and weekly Golden Time which promotes
positive behaviour.
Our school has a strong tradition of celebrating achievement and
encouraging children’s self-esteem. Our weekly Assemblies are used
to celebrate formally and reward children’s achievements in class and
outside of school.
						
- Ms. Naadia
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SALAD DAYS
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MIDDLE SCHOOL

FAIR TO MIDDLING
Hi there, and thanks for reading about Middle School at ESM! My name is Mr. Bernard Fitzgerald, and I’m
ESM Middle School Coordinator. I look forward to helping middle school students fulfil their potential in the
coming year!
2016/2017 was a terrific year for the Middle School at ESM, and the next year promises to be even better. Middle School students from ESM proved yet again that they’re capable of learning, achieving and performing at
the highest level. With outstanding achievements at both the academic and extra-curricular level, our students
will be hard pressed to outdo themselves. One thing’s for sure though, they’re gonna give it their best shot!
The many and diverse strengths our students have displayed over the past year was rewarded by our victory in
the under 13 girls national football competition, and the junior division Ulaanbaatar debating championship.
ESM Middle school students have shown time and time again that they are more than a match for their peers
throughout the country.
An intensive curriculum awaits students coming into grades 6, 7 and 8 at ESM. In just three short years our
students take the leap from junior school to studying for their IGCSEs. It might not be easy, but nor should it
be. It’s certainly an adventure that you wouldn’t want to miss out on!
So come on down to ESM and check us out, middle school will be waiting!
- Mr. Bernard
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OUT AND ABOUT
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The IB Diploma Programme at ESM
								Two Years On…
The International Baccalaureate Organisation was founded by a group of teachers in Geneva, Switzerland in
1968 as a non-profit educational foundation, with the aim to create a better world through education. Since
this time, over 4000 schools globally have been authorised by the International Baccalaureate organisation
to offer one or more IB programmes. The English School of Mongolia was accepted as an IB World School
in 2015 and our IB team has been offering the Diploma Programme since this time. We are now one of only
two schools in Mongolia which offers this globally recognised programme, and already have by far the largest
cohort of IB diploma students in the entire country.
This year has been a particularly exciting year at ESM as our first cohort of IB diploma graduates have completed their examinations and have received their IB diplomas. Our graduating IB students this year have
shown a real commitment and passion for their studies, and this is reflected in their excellent results which
are competitive with other IB schools regionally. We wish them all the very best in their future studies at universities worldwide.
As our IB diploma programme continues to grow, we are pleased to offer a wider variety of subject options.
New IB courses this year include history, environmental systems and societies, and mathematical studies; we
are also expanding our existing programs and we are now able to offer more subjects at higher level, including sports, health and exercise science, and Mongolian literature.
The IB diploma at ESM is special in the sense that it is a course that is truly international but which also
explores local Mongolian issues at a deep and meaningful level. We have students taking Mongolian, English,
Russian, Japanese, Korean, French and Spanish language courses as part of their diplomas and our IB teachers originate from eight different countries – a special prize will be awarded to the first reader who can name
all eight!
At the same time, there is the opportunity to study Mongolian history in depth (as part of the IB history
course) as well as local ecosystems and environmental issues (as part of the IB geography and environmental
systems and societies course). In the sciences, there are many occasions throughout the course for students
to work with local scientists and academics in Ulaan Baatar. Finally there are opportunities to become more
involved in the local community through the CAS (creativity, activity, service) programme.
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Is the IB diploma recognised by universities?
The IB diploma is officially recognised by over 3300 universities in nearly 90 countries. IB students have a
number of additional advantages when applying to universities, including:
•
Recruitment – many universities actively recruit IB students and graduates;
•
Examinations – Universities in English-speaking countries typically accept a passing grade in IB English A or English B as proof of English ability
•
Credit – Universities in North America often give credit for IB subjects, particularly higher level subjects
•
Scholarships – An increasing number of universities offer scholarships and scholarship opportunities
specifically for IB students.
-Mr. Oliver
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SUMMER SCIENCE FAIR
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TRULY INTERNATIONAL
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SPORTS at ESM
‘Show us your medals’ is a phrase often used in sport and with that in mind, the honours
board and trophy cabinet do not lie! At school team level, 2016-2017 was a rewarding
year at ESM with tournament successes for boys and girls across all age groups. Amongst
many notable achievements, the U13 girls football team was crowned Duulian champions, an indoor tournament played throughout the winter involving all schools in UB. Indeed, such was the interest in this competition that the semi-final and final were televised
live on national television. Several of the team subsequently played for Deren FC and
won the National U13 outdoor championship. Staying with the girls, the U19 basketball
team won the ACAMIS tournament, beating 2 top Chinese international schools along
the way. 3 of the girls were selected for the ‘all-star’ team at the end of the tournament.
The U19 boys won the UBAC volleyball tournament and were runners up in the UBAC
basketball and football competitions. There was also success at individual level with
Temugei (grade 12) representing the full Mongolian Tennis Federation team in the Davis
Cup and Undarga (grade 😎  playing  international  basketball  for  Mongolia  at  junior  level. 
Congratulations to everyone who represented ESM at competitive level and to the excellent coaching staff who should also take a bow for their considerable achievements.
Of course, ‘show us your medals’ does not give the full picture of sport at ESM. In addition to a comprehensive PE curriculum, IB Sport Science and IGCSE PE, there is also
a daily sports club programme in which pupils have the opportunity to practise martial arts (boxing, taekwondo and wrestling), tennis, yoga, running, gymnastics, dance,
ultimate frisbee and table tennis. These clubs would not be possible without a team of
dedicated and resourceful teachers who embrace the programme and make the most of
virtually every square inch of available space in the school. That in itself tells a story, no
expectation of fancy equipment and facilities, rather an appreciation of what we have
and a genuine enjoyment of sport which extends to school team and recreational players
alike. Long May it continue!
And interestingly enough, on completing the London Marathon every runner, whether
elite or recreational, receives a medal with the following inscribed on the back, ‘it’s not
about the destination, it’s about the journey.’
- Mr. Mark
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First Tae Kwon Do Championship of
Sukhbaatar District
Ogodei Gold Medal - 20kg
Taeyang Silver Medal - 26kg
Tuguldur Bronze Medal - 56kg+

First Place in UBAC U19 Girls Basketball

Second Place in UBAC U19 BOYS Basketball

U13 “Best Goalkeeper”

Mongolian National Football Federation

First Place in
UBAC U19 Girls Volleyball
U13 Champions of Duulian 2020 (2nd consecutive year)

Best ALLSTAR players from ACAMIS Basketball competition
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Temuugei in Davis Cup International
Tennis Tournament
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SONGS EVENING
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MONGOLIAN FOLK TALES
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CHRISTMAS CONCERT
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Training

PROPOSING THE MOTION
Welcome to another amazing school year at ESM!

After attending the Award Leader’s training course last month, I discovered just
how much ‘D of E’ can offer young people
and exactly how fun it can be!
The Award helps students to master skills
that they couldn’t just pick up in an average
English, maths or science lesson. Despite
what your teachers might tell you, learning isn’t always about sitting behind desks
memorising spellings, crying over impossible algebra or tackling lengthy formulas
for photosynthesis…
You will discover your strengths and weaknesses, build your self-confidence, develop
a sense of responsibility to others and learn
other important life skills such as research,
communication, problem-solving and presentation techniques.
Trust me, when you are sat - five years from
now - in a job interview, wearing an uncomfortable suit and being stared at by a
panel of four scary-looking interviewers
who want you to ‘describe your strengths’,
these are all incredibly useful skills to have.
Arguably the best part of the Award is the
‘Adventurous Journey’. It can be an exploration or expedition and you can choose
any topic to investigate – from studying the
effects of climate change to hunting for live
dinosaurs in the Gobi. Forget sporks and
blisters – it’s about much, much more than
that.
On the training day, we were asked to plan
our own miniature adventure. Perhaps you

can imagine a group of fifty teachers in a
dark, humid room, struggling to get maps
the right way around and arguing furiously
about how to use a compass. Perhaps you
can’t. Either way, it certainly taught me a
lot about teamwork...and teachers.
The next day, we set out in the sweltering southern-Chinese heat to attempt our
Journey. As predicted, we got totally lost
(shoddy compass), disagreed about the
route, sneaked off to buy ice-cream and
never found our destination. But, despite
this, we had worked together and this was
the important part. I could not believe how
happy and full of life everyone was afterwards. We were a group, and we had completed our mission! Step aside, Bond!
The sense of accomplishment that comes
with the Award cannot be underestimated. This is what makes it so great to be involved with. Alongside a very long list of
positives (better employment opportunities, new life skills, an opportunity to make
new friends, a chance to get out of the city
and into fresh air), the Award gives you the
chance to be part of a team. It makes you
feel like you belong somewhere. And what
could be better than that?
To sign up for the Award next year, please
speak to Mr Mike Blake, Mr William or
myself. Look forward to hiking on a mountain near you soon!

They say that “A mind when stretched by a
new idea, it never regains its original dimensions.”
I am Undariya Rinchin, Head Girl of The English
School of Mongolia 2017-2018. I joined ESM last
August as a new student transferring from another
private school in which I had spent 10 years of my
education in. Upon arriving at ESM, the school was a
whole new environment and you could truly feel the
energy everywhere ranging from the athletes winning national tournaments, our debaters dominating the country’s league, our band rocking it at the
Ulaanbaatar Ensemble and our professional actors Starting early childhood, I was fascinated by the
performing in the National Theatre and the United world of diplomacy and peaceful resolutions to the
Kingdom.
world’s conflicts. Starting the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program last August let me push
After only the first week of school, I had grown in- and challenge myself to taking new risks and chanccredibly close to my classmates and the entire school es which ultimately led me to achieving more and
as if I had known them for ages. ESM provided me pushing beyond my spectrum. Likewise, aside from
with many opportunities as well such as letting me IB, ESM also teaches A-levels and IGCSE where there
start a school band, participate in an internation- are diverse learning programs in which the student
al Model United Nations Conference, and even let may choose the curriculum most suited for them.
me host the first English School of Mongolia Model
United Nations, ESMUN, which has become one the ESM is the school to go to if you are looking to delargest MUN event being hosted in Mongolia as of velop yourself. Just last academic year alone I have
April 2017.
taken part in 24 extracurricular activities including,

Ms.Jenni

Currently, I am working as a General Coordinator
for Mongolian Tourist Development Program and
am working with the UN Youth Panel, UN Commission in Beijing and Mongolia as Director General to
Model UNESCO Mongolia which will be hosted in
the Government Palace and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. I intend on graduating with the IB Diploma
and getting my bachelors in the humanitarian field.
In conclusion, as Thomas Edison once said, “Genius
is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.”
- Undariya, ESMUN

I would like to thank ESM for sending Ms. Jenni and I to China for the Duke of Edinburgh award training. I had not been out of UB in over three years and it was good to
experience the humidity, tropical foliage, people, city sights and sounds and there might
have even been a McDonald’s burger in the mix as well. The outdoor swimming pool was
a very welcomed treat too, although the life guard may have been a little cross with me
when after pointing to his watch to indicate that the pool was closing, I replied, “yes sir,
that is a beautiful timepiece” and squeezed in another quick lap. “The Award” is a really
exciting part of ESM and I too am proud to be a part of it.
Mr. William
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Ulaanbaatar Debate League, World Scholar Cup,
2 TEDx Events as an organizer, Won awards from
national and international MUN conferences, Been
a General 3 times in MUN conferences, and many
more while managing my academics winning the
major scholarship award for the upcoming school
year of 2017-2018.
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ESM CHESS 2012-2017

I must say a huge personal thank you to Mr Kurt, who has not only
helped regularly with ESM Chess Club but who has given up many
extra hours to coach and act as an invaluable arbiter at the ESM Tournaments.

ESM Senior Chess Champions 2017
Mr.Kurt, Baysa, Morris, and
Arigun Captain

Enkhtuul, Woman Grand Master and
Davadorj, Arigun Captain, Enkhtull,
Garid and Khulan.Plus two other
students.

ESM Chess endeavours to teach each player, female or male, respect,
fair play, good manners, how to win or lose, silent play, the rules of the
game, all in all chess etiquette.
Room 18 in the basement now has 17 tables, it has been mostly full or
even bursting with 40 keen bodies of all ages from Years 1 to 12, on a
Monday , Tuesday , Wednesday and a Thursday.
It is also very good to note that even more seniors are appearing to play
and there are a good number of girls who play in Years 1 and 2, plus
Khulan of 4A who was Enkhtuul`s, Woman Grand Master junior promising player.
We have been very lucky to have had Arigun as Captain for three years,
that means we have had just three Chess Captains since 2012, with
Enkhnaran in my first year and now with Bayar who will be Chess Captain this year.
The chess club continues to grow in strength with Year 2 from 2012 now
reaching Year 8. Chess is a voluntary club but it is good to know that the
number of strong chess players continue to grow.
At a rough guess that is more than 6,000 hours of chess played, with
thousands of more small games for training and full match games in
action.
The ESM senior team has been unbeaten in match and tournament
competition against it`s may rivals. One draw with Orchlon seniors has
since seen a stream of ESM Senior victories , before and many after, led
by Arigun, Morris, Baysa, Byamjargal, Davadorj and Saruul who will be
the vice-captain.
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MEDALS, AWARDS and RESULTS
NATIONAL CHAMPION of MONGOLIA Under 11 and Under 10 Morris, Amilal of 5A
TEAM GOLDS ESM twice in 2017, four times in 2016, four times in 2015, four times in
2014.
TEAM Bronze, three times in 2017.
TEAM Individual GOLDS; Seniors ; Morris x 2 , Baysa, Saruul x 2, Arigun,
Silver Davadorj,
Middle School ;GOLDS; Khulan, Yejin, Minji,
Silver Jessica,
Bronze; Byamjargal, Davadorj, Temujin, Todd, Bayar, Yesui
ESM GOLDS; Morris, Todd, Bayar, Noah, Khulan, Garid, Tulga, Tsolmon, Thomas,
Silvers; Baysa, Khantengis, Ser-Od, Yejin, Amena W, Guyeg, Khulan, Orgil, Jonathan,
Bronze; Arigun, Bayar, Yesui x 2, Minji, Yejin, Jessica, Burentugs, Khulugjin, Soyombo,
Esunmunkh, Telmuun,.
RECENT TEAM VICTORIES, ESM Seniors since one draw in 2012 have beaten; BSU x 3,
Orchlon x 3, ASU x 2, ISU x 2, Orkhon K x 2, New Beginning x 3, Shin Ue x 3, Hobby x 2,
School 20, School 120, School 15, School 107, the Russian School, Oyunii Sch and School
54.
In addition, Morris of 5A drew with WGM Enkhtuul and beat a Senior Master, in the last
year or so he has won 10 GOLDS, 2 silvers, 1 bronze. Plus he has won a Special award from
the MCF and been placed in the top rankings three times missing out on a medal by ½ a
point.
- Mr Alistair
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The Music of the Night
The April Production in the State Theatre for 4 evening performance was Andrew Lloyd-Webber’s
“The Phantom of the Opera”. Over the last thirty years this show has broken many box office records
both in the West End and on Broadway. Ours was the Mongolian Premiere and was well received by
very appreciative audiences.
The acting and singing demands were well met by our cast, especially in the triangle of main roles:
Raoul, the Phantom and Christine. There were some spectacular dancing sequences and a full orchestra drawn from the Philharmonic under the baton of.
Our set team sole splendidly to the sets challenges, including the life-sized elephant, the boat across
the lake – and of course the chandelier.
The Opera is full of drama and pathos and runs fast and true emotionally, despite a rather shakily-written second Act. A surprise reprise was the opportunity for many of the cast to see the wellworn Her Majesty’s Theatre (in London’s) production, now in its thirty first year.
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A Mystery Never Fully Explained
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STROLLING PLAYERS

Hector McDonald Rides Again
The ESM Players Tour to England in June combined work and pleasure in very satisfying
proportions. Two productions toured two locations over a 17 Day Tour in Cornwall and South
of London. There were 6 performances of Hector and 9 of of Mongolica. And plenty of time to
see much of South Cornwall and Central London.
Mongolica proved a great hit as a Collection of Dances in traditional and modern costumes,
backed by singers and musicians from our company.
Over one Friday, it was performed on 4 separate occasions: in front of 600 students at Danes
Hill School, at Kidzania and the Westfield Shopping Centre and, at the Savile Club in Mayfair.
Hector was much improved on the 2016 Production, with strong soloists, adapting smaller
roles and well drilled dance routines. The most interesting performances were probably at the
Town Hall in Launceston as part of the Charles Causley Centenary Festival and outdoors at
the Trebah Amphitheatre for the last show. By the end of Act 3 many birds in the nearby trees
were accompanying the music of the dramatic re-meeting of Miranda and Hector.
The Orchestra under Nandia’s guidance and magnificently led by Munkhbold were a septet of
players from the State Opera House Orchestra and made a highly professional and enhancing
contribution.
ESM Players were 43 strong for the Tour and won friends and admirers wherever they went as
splendid ambavadors for Mongolia.
So many plaudits, but the Trio from Donizetti remained unsung – for next time?!
JGH
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I began joining in ESM’s many different musicals with the “ESM players”. I learned that Theatre can
create entire worlds and characters that even though are usually fictional, can be played to be as real as
anyone of us and if not than more.

The Might-Haves
of Eugene Onegin
Pushkin’s Hector (Eugene Onegin):
My Tatiana has gone and get married.
I should never have believed it of her.
Could the Story’s ending have been different?
Would Eugene have continued to pursue Tatiana?
Would Tatiana have relented? (Nabokov’s view).
Might Lensky have only been wounded?; Olga would
Have looked after him and they would have grown
Ever fonder of each other.
Might Onegin have been wounded? So that Tatiana
Could have looked after him and he would have
Learned to value and love her.

With all my experiences with Theatre and Drama at the school, I realized that it was what I wanted to
work in throughout the rest of my life. I found it fascinating how Theatre worked and how beautiful it
could be. I realized that creating self-expression in the different forms of Theatre and connecting them to
audiences was something I really enjoyed doing and am very passionate about. I learned that I wanted to
work no matter how difficult it would be, to be in Theatre and create art that creates change.

“The Phantom of the Opera” was a recent musical performed by
the ESM players in April, 2017. It was an amazing opportunity to be
part of the cast of the show. Because of how beautiful and captivating
the musical is and how well our show was put together. The show was
very demanding for us, with hours being spent after school until our
voices were exhausted. But that was definitely all worth it the moment
each one of us stepped on stage. The entire cast had delight and fun
playing the show’s characters and singing the remarkable songs. We
all learned how important it is for people to work hard together to
make a performance, or anything in general.
The ESM players go on many international tours and the most
recent one was the Hector Mcdonald trip to England. The summer of
2017, the cast of Hector Mcdonald performed multiple shows (along
with Mongolica) in the countrysides of England. The show was also
challenging, but just like always, was rewarding. Many new students
who have never been in musicals learned the dynamics of performances and Theatre. I was able to learn some new things as well,
which included adaptability in changing roles. The trip was exciting
with new experiences and places to see, the same goes for all the international tours.
Jonon
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BRITISH FAIR #INSPIREme
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STATE OF THE ART
Seeing million pieces of sunflower
seeds randomly scattered across
the floor could look eccentric, bizarre and ultimately pointless if
you don’t know about the artist
and hence the story behind it.

Ai Weiwei successfully demonstrated that art has the power to
address history, present time, future and that it’s an integral part
of his culture. Despite being an
adequate aesthetic lover I couldn’t
The artist, Ai WeiWei, uses art to discern the deeper meaning becourageously criticize his current hind many art forms such as the
regime and to express his complex million pieces of sunflower seeds
social ideals through an expertise until I took the IB Visual Arts
of his own. Unlike some perfor- course. It has allowed me to gain
mance artists, his works’ backsto- heartfelt understandings about
ries and even the processes be- the world that people live in whilst
come a huge part of his creations. teaching me an indispensable part
A symbolic example would be the of life.
previously mentioned sunflower
- Bishrel.B
seeds.

Art is an immensely difficult thing to explain, I believe, even within
a series of tomes, one is unable to capture the raw, true essence of it.
Equal to the number of people, animals, and insects and perhaps other
unknown creatures in this world – are the number of different perspectives of art, for each individual perceives it in a subjective manner.
However, one inevitable quality it possesses is beauty. In my eyes, art,
no matter how gruesome the subject, whether it’s a renaissance painting
of war, or of death, it still holds at least a droplet of beauty, and that is, I
reckon, the magic of it all. Art is beauty, and beauty is art.
- Munkhjin
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